Latinx Environmentalisms
Place, Justice, and the Decolonial
EDITED BY SARAH D. WALD, DAVID J. VÁZQUEZ, PRISCILLA SOLIS YBARRA, AND SARAH JAQUETTE RAY
WITH A FOREWORD BY LAURA PULIDO AND AN AFTERWORD BY STACY ALAIMO

Daily Labors
Marketing Identity and Bodies on a New York City Street Corner
CAROLYN PINEDO-TURNOVSKY

Painting Publics
Transnational Legal Graffiti Scenes as Spaces for Encounter
CAITLIN FRANCES BRUCE

Immigrant Rights in the Nuevo South
Enforcement and Resistance at the Borderlands of Illegality
MEGHAN CONLEY

Revolution Around the Corner
Voices from the Puerto Rican Socialist Party
EDITED BY JOSÉ E. VELÁZQUEZ, CARMEN V. RIVERA, AND ANDRÉS TORRES
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 2021

Globalizing the Caribbean
Political Economy, Social Change, and the Transnational Capitalist Class
JEB SPRAGUE
AVAILABLE JULY 2020

SEEKING BOOK PROPOSALS...

The Critical Race, Indigeneity, and Relationality series, edited by Antonio T. Tiongson Jr., Danika Medak-Saltzman, and Iyko Day, showcases comparative studies of race, ethnicity, and indigeneity in projects that take a self-reflexive approach in their deployment of relational frameworks and analytics, and seeks projects that are grounded in, and build upon, the theoretical insights and methodologies of women of color feminism and queer of color critique as they engage with Native theorizing, Indigeneity, and settler colonial paradigms.

FOR MORE INFORMATION visit: tupress.temple.edu/series/S-196 or contact our Editor, SHAUN VIGIL at shaun.vigil@temple.edu
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